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Chance Moves in the Gridded Garden:
Experimental Investigations in Chinese Scholar
Garden Design.

This paper discusses experiments in rule-governed, though chance-based
approaches to the design of contemporary Chinese-styled gardens inspired, in part,
by contemporary minimalist landscape architectural design tactics. The results are
compared both with other versions of rule-based understandings of the design of
traditional Chinese scholar gardens and with such gardens, themselves. While
inherent contradictions in the rule-governed approaches are exposed, their utility is
demonstrated through discussion of a first and then a later version of the design of
the Gridded Garden.

Greg Missingham
The University of Melbourne
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CHANCE MOVES IN THE GRIDDED GARDEN:
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS IN CHINESE SCHOLAR
GARDEN DESIGN

ABSTRACT
This paper discusses experiments in rule-governed, though chance-based
approaches to the design of contemporary Chinese-styled gardens inspired,
in part, by contemporary minimalist landscape architectural design tactics.
The results are compared both with other versions of rule-based
understandings of the design of traditional Chinese scholar gardens and with
such gardens, themselves. While inherent contradictions in the rule-governed
approaches are exposed, their utility is demonstrated through discussion of a
first and then a later version of the design of the Gridded Garden.

1

INTRODUCTION

Two features of the history of Western appreciation of Japanese gardens
make the expression of peculiarly Chinese garden or landscape ideas in the
modern world difficult to achieve: there have been at least ten times as many
public Japanese-style gardens constructed outside Japan as there have been
Chinese-style gardens constructed outside China and many principles of
Japanese garden design have become absorbed in Modernist landscape
architectural design aesthetics.1 That is, in the common experience of those in
the West, what can be understood as a contemporary East Asian garden is
framed in Japanese terms.
1

This numerical discrepancy is the subject of an unpublished paper: Rite of Passage over the
wall? Notes on East-Asian Style Gardens outside East Asia, 2004.
The penetration of Japanese garden ideas into contemporary landscape architectural practice
may be observed through comparing, for example: Nosé 2002 with Bradley-Hole 1999 – and by
observing how often Isamu Noguchi is cited as a major influence by the twentieth-century and
contemporary landscape designers in Wilson 2002. Though an American and half Japanese and
only coming later in life to garden design, the landscape design work of the utterly modernist
sculptor Noguchi epitomizes the link. See Torres 2000.
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If we do want to design gardens that share with classical Chinese gardens
their complexity, compositional subtlety and richness of the experiences they
afford, yet are contemporary. How to do it? Wanting to avoid Disney kitsch –
the ‘badging’ of a garden with reproduction mementoes of China,
unnecessarily richly coloured pavilions and pottery panda waste bins and so
on, how would a Chinese designer preserve a distinctive Chineseness in a
design?2
Fortunately, the Chinese scholar garden tradition allows for considerable
flexibility. Ming dynasty arguments over the restoration of Suzhou’s Pavilion of
the Surging Waves (Cang Lang Ting) indicate that, for the educated scholars
for whom such gardens were built, it was not the facts of any physical artefact
that mattered, but the capacity to evoke reveries of a particular kind. Indeed,
for that group, with change in context, to preserve cherished experiences
conservation might require reconstruction without accurate reproduction.3
This principle is convenient for two kinds of moderns: those who want to
design gardens that feel like classical Chinese scholar gardens in the twentyfirst century and those who want to adopt the design riches of such gardens to
other contemporary tasks.
This paper discusses a rule-governed approach to the design of
contemporary Chinese-styled gardens inspired, in part, by contemporary
minimalist

landscape

architectural

design

tactics.

While

inherent

contradictions in this approach are exposed, its utility is demonstrated through
discussion of a first and then a later version of the design of the Gridded
Garden. But, be clear, in this research, I am, in the end, more concerned with
the nature of Chinese scholar gardens as designed entities, and how they
were designed, than with the utility of any particular rules or rule-governed
approaches in general.

2

Of course, many a poorly designed Japanese-style garden also relies on the badging afforded by
imported stone lanterns, prominent areas of bare sand and bamboo, to denote its Japaneseness.

3

See, for example: Xu 1999, Edward 1963, Stuart 1990, and Fang-Tu 1980.
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2

SOURCES OF DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR CHINESE SCHOLAR
GARDENS

The numerous Chinese scholar gardens that exist in the Jiangnan cities,
along the southern reaches of the Yangzi and nearby, mostly date, in their
present forms, from the Qing dynasty (1644-1911), though many retain
features and overall organizations from much earlier periods. How such
gardens were actually designed remains conjectural – despite the plethora of
analytic and literary material that is now, increasingly, available.4 They are
more varied and more complex than can usually be coped with by typological
approaches.5 Certainly, consistencies abound. The typological or pattern-like
structural organization of a ‘hall’ – with its actual hall or pavilion, the flat space
before and the scene of mountains beyond water together more or less
enclosed, is an example.6 So are the architectural elements employed:
bridges, covered ways, halls and pavilions of one or two stories, multicellular
organization through the use of walls, and so on.
A research experiment in designing a hypothetical Australian garden in
suburban Melbourne on Chinese scholar garden principles had suggested two
ways of framing design guidelines – one procedural and one mnemonic,
empirically derived, albeit requiring considerable interpretative exercise.7
(Figures 1 and 2).

4

For example, I maintain an annotated bibliography of items in English on Chinese gardens that
now exceeds 240 items.

5

The best single published collection of thoroughly documented gardens remains that in Liu 1979.
See, also, for a wider geographic coverage, including many examples from Yangzhou and
Guangzhou, Johnston 1991. The best book I know of on Chinese design tactics is unfortunately
only in Chinese, Pang 1986. I found, however, that the excellent diagrams and drawings were
usually self-explanatory.

6

On the notion of ‘patterns’ as intended, here, see: Alexander et al 1977.

7

On the hypothetical garden and its design, see Missingham & Selenitsch 2001a. For an extended
treatment of the first of these two ways of framing design guidelines for Chinese scholar gardens,
see Missingham & Selenitsch 2001b.
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Left: Figure 1: The Ten Steps procedure for designing Chinese scholar gardens
Right: Figure 2: A Mnemonic prompt for considering Chinese scholar gardens

Figure 1 suggests that, given a particular set of global principles, the design of
a garden on classical Chinese scholar garden principles is sequential,
successively less abstract, comprising pairs of Themes and their links, and
iterative.8
Figure 2 is to be read concentrically, from the corners inward. So, a designer
could start work through reference to any one of the items in the corners
(though usually the Site), complete the set, then move into consideration of
the next four items (Architecture, Mountains, Water, Plants) and finish by
designing all the various kinds of Transitions in a garden – though there are a
number of ways to do that.

8

The Ten Steps form one basis of a set of Design Exercises that explore different approaches to
designing Chinese scholar gardens developed for students in the elective subject I teach, Design
Approaches and Methods.
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3

THE GRIDDED GARDEN

Left: Figure 3: The Gridded Garden, first version9
Right: Figure 4: The Gridded Garden, second version

The Gridded Garden was an experiment in generating a contemporary
‘Chinese’ garden from a priori rules and applied chance.10 The attraction of a
rule-governed approach was to see whether some of the design tactics of
contemporary minimalist landscape architectural design could be fruitful.11
Further, I thought that open system, generative rules might yield similar
complexities to those in actual examples while retaining various structural
features of Chinese scholar gardens. And, a single set of such rules could
yield indefinitely many and unforeseeable outcomes – particularly if chance
processes were entailed. The Gridded Garden attempted to be both

9

Illustrating an area of approximately 55 m x 85 m.

10

The Gridded Garden was originally developed as part of landscape architectural design
consulting to the Melbourne office of DesignInc on their winning competition entry for the Yuyao
Exhibition Center, Yuyao, Zhejiang, China, in 2001.

11

On these, see, for example: Amidon 2001 and the sections on Martha Schwartz and Peter
Walker in Weilacher 1999. Schwartz and Walker do not express their methodologies in terms of
rule-governed procedures but the outcomes in a number of cases readily lend themselves to
such an approach.
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contemporary in following some minimalist landscape and land art methods
and traditional in trying for the ‘feel’ of a classical scholar garden.
The first set of Rules devised is given in Appendix 1. They were prepared
hastily from knowledge of texts on Chinese gardens, from extended visits to
over thirty gardens and from discussions of their design in teaching.12 Figure 3
was generated according to those rules with pen, paper, scale and a couple of
dice over a period of about three and a half hours. The result suggests some
relatively obvious limitations in the construction of that set of Rules.
With the exception of the insufficient area of water, the proportions of most
elements do feel approximately correct but the result is altogether both too
rectilinearly regular, too literally a maze and too flat. ‘Liveliness’ needs much
work.13 The spaces have neither apparent hierarchy nor sufficient variety in
their sizes. Further, there is a complete absence of meandering paths and,
despite the Rules, Major square boundaries are not here expressed as paths.
Also, flowerbeds, clumps of bamboo, pools and rockeries though determined
in area by the rules are not determined by shape, orientation or, in the case of
rockeries, by height.
Further, in the act of completing the design, it became apparent that there
needed to be (contingent?) rules that resolve situations of conflict (such as
providing adequate space in front of buildings) or that allow for rules later
applied to override the results of previous operations.14
The lack of hierarchy in the result – especially compared with that in scholar
gardens, ought to be expected. It is a direct consequence of seeking design

12

The time I was allotted for involvement in the design competition precluded deeper treatment.

13

For even …
Walls were not straight – in plan or in elevation.
From: Johnston, 1991, Scholar Gardens of China, p 86.
The full expression for ‘liveliness’ is qi yun sheng tong where ‘sheng tong’ refers to the lively
movement that follows when qi yun is present. Qi yun is ‘spiritual vitality,’ the vigorous flow
and/or manifestation of qi, the energy of the cosmos in the land, for example. See Kwo 1981, p
74 ±.

14

Speaking of contingent rules and rules that override results of previous operations does suggest
Chomsky-like transformational grammars. See Chomsky 1956.
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tactics in minimalist garden design practice with its interest in interacting
geometric fields.
Appendix 2 provides an improved set of Rules addressing some of the more
obvious shortcomings.15 Figure 4 was generated in a similar way to Figure 3
and illustrates a similar area of garden.
Perhaps, first, Figure 4 indicates that the limitations of the mode of
representation are to be seen: much is obscured – seats, any specimen rocks
and hua chang (decorative ‘flower window’ openings in walls) cannot be seen
and the major, Focus space is difficult to appreciate.16
The evident major shortcomings of this second set of Rules are lack of
definition of some terms – Focus spaces and Elevations, for example, the
handling of pools (still insufficient – particularly in proportion to the area
allocated to rockeries), the rudimentary treatment of buildings and that it
avoids dealing with pre-existing and/or desirable topographic variety. Focus
spaces ought to occur at least one per Major square and be at least
equivalent in area to a Medium square.
Further, the distribution of two major tree species here followed an ad hoc rule
to do with their allocation in clumps or rows rather than a rule like Rule 5 in
Appendix 1. The Northern Chinese pines (Pinus tabuliformis – also known as
Sleeping Dragon Pine) were used in clumps and the Chinese Water Fir
(Metasequoia glyptostroboides – also known as Dawn Redwood – seen and
much admired recently in an avenue-like grove in Shanghai’s superb garden,
Yu Yuan) was used in rows.
But, the issue of ill-defined Meander paths is instructive. A rule or better
specification is probably unnecessary – except to do with their ‘fullness’
(degree of folding back on themselves17). After the application of the specified
Rules, numerous spaces at the base ground level were inaccessible. The end
points of meander paths were already specified, therefore, as were the means
15

Published previously in Missingham 2003.

16

And, I cannot readily draw trees in axonometric very well.

17

I am using the term that is used of curtains and drapery. A curtain twice as wide as the opening it
will serve will have a fullness of 200%. On plan, its edge length will therefore be twice the width
of the opening. Meander paths through the planted areas and rockeries in actual scholar gardens
frequently exceed 200% fullness, then.
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of access – over rockeries or mounds, through bamboo or planting beds or
across ponds, though their shapes and, often, number were left to the
draughtsman.

4

COMMENTS

Despite their shortcomings, these two projects show that rule-governed
approaches seem both promising and instructive.
What further is required?
The Rules could further be tuned. Some design features of Chinese scholar
gardens not already addressed could be. The rhythm of ‘open and closed,’ the
checkerboard-like distribution of dark and light spaces, would be relatively
easily accommodated in rules of these kinds, as would the almost limitless
varieties of asymmetric balance of items and their properties commonly
labelled ‘yin and yang.’18 Including ‘a little of this in that’ could be a further,
subsequent checking rule for examining those asymmetries across a whole
garden.19
But, there’s also too little architecture. There are insufficiently many actual
buildings in either version of the Gridded Garden for strong resemblance to
extant Jiangnan scholar gardens, for example – but none were required in the
original competition design. The proportion needs adjusting. Additionally,
those buildings that are provided are insufficiently varied. The shapes of
pavilions lack invention, there are no utterly characteristic lang (covered
ways), no covered bridges and buildings remain one-storied. This lack of
emphasis of architecture, too, could be a direct and unacknowledged
consequence of seeking design tactics in minimalist garden design practice.
Various randomising rules might be useful for overcoming the rigidity in the
grain size of spaces being set at modules of five metres in each direction.

18

On the design implications and application of the principle, see, for example: Liu 1979, or
Johnston 1991, p 49±.

19

On ‘a little of this in that,’ see, for example Liu 1979 – who refers to it as ‘providing a foil’ and:
Chen & Yu 1986, pp 38-47 – who refer top it as ‘setting off.’
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Here, the minimum visual grain size specified is the 750 mm width of paths.
‘Courtyards’ in actual scholar gardens are sometimes narrower than that.
And, the results are still too rectilinear. There ought either to be randomising
rules which move elements slightly off-grid or off-angle here and there
throughout the design and/or some other, richer form of tesselation than a
regular square or rectangular grid on which to have the rules operate.
The fractal-like relations between some rules and their application suggests
another source in the chaos literature: Penrose nonperiodic tilings of the plane
would be attractive as base tessellations since they are rhythmic yet neither
repetitious nor totally random.20 These would additionally assist in providing
an implicit hierarchy, also, since designing ought to proceed outwards from
the Focus space (from the main Hall), the application of rules spiralling
outwards rather than raster-like, as here, from side to side across the
pixelated, rectilinear tessellation.
More profoundly, the sets of Rules in Appendices 1 and 2 are both sets of
Rules for the distribution of things and of the properties those things might
have. But, from a garden or architectural design perspective, what can be
most interesting about Chinese scholar gardens is the lacing together of the
distributed items across scales. There need to be coupling rules to institute,
for example, the connections between views that arise with contrapositional
scenes and borrowed landscapes.21
There is an approach that could help with this. In 1977, M A Foster postulated
a universal set of parameters for describing ‘any conceivable game.’22 Given a
particular tessellation, any cell might be subject to a ‘surround’ – a set of
surrounding, though not necessarily adjacent cells that might influence its
state in various ways through rules that govern interactions at distance, for
example.23

20

See, for example, Scientific American, 236 (1), January, 1977, pp 110-120.

21

See, again, Liu 1979 or Chen & Yu 1986.

22

See Foster 1977, pp 159-161. As a whole, Foster’s relatively abstract approach might repay
further study.

23

The late Chinese garden expert Maggie Keswick’s term for the structuring element of the scholar
gardens was ‘space cell.’ See, for example Keswick 2003.
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Further, the sets of Rules in Appendices 1 and 2 are for planning. They do not
help construct scenes, for example, in the vertical plane.24 As various authors
argue that scholar gardens are designed as sequences of carefully
constructed scenes, and as the number of scenes it contains is a traditional
way of specifying the size or complexity of a garden, this is a difficulty.25
And, a last comment: how must such sets of Rules be adjusted to incorporate
principles of feng shui and allow for its interest in chi?26 This seems to be both
an issue of hierarchical sequence in the application of rules (considerations
having to do with the whole, existing site and when construction and
occupation might be expected needing to be dealt with first) and a matter of
later detail.27
•••
Finally, a rule-governed approach to the design of contemporary Chinesestyled gardens derived, in part, from contemporary minimalist landscape
architectural design tactics has inherent contradictions but its utility is
demonstrated in the two Gridded Gardens. It is a measure of the subtlety,
complexity and elusiveness of classical Chinese scholar gardens that so
many different, fruitful ways have been suggested for the design of gardens
on such lines. The contradictions actually arise in the different motivations for
the two parts of the project. The first version of the Gridded Garden was an
attempt to be contemporary using traditional materials. The second version of
the Gridded Garden aimed deliberately to more closely approximate
traditional scholar gardens.

24

Slawson 1987 describes exactly such rules for Japanese gardens.

25

This is explicitly true at least since the Ming dynasty (1368-1644). See Zhao & Kvan 1984
and Feng 1998.
Of course, what actually constitutes (the limits of) a scene is more or less deliberately
problematic. Johnston 1991, pp 202-204, illustrates the 200 m2 Yangzhou Small Winding Valley
Garden of 1 scene. The biggest such garden was the Yuan Ming Yuan, now lost, northwest of
Beijing. It incorporated hundreds of scenes, however they were counted. See Wong 2001.

26

On which, see, most richly Feuchtwang 1974. This remains for me the best single text on the
theory, anthropology and design implications for landscape practice of feng shui.

27

And it relates intimately with the issue of ‘Liveliness’ mentioned earlier.
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APPENDIX 1
The Gridded Garden:
The aim is to produce a garden that feels like a traditional Chinese garden but is
nevertheless recognizably contemporary, generated by contemporary methods. It
should read as a continuous fabric, a tissue, more or less seriously disrupted at
points and edges.
Rule Set I [16.5.02]
1.

Grid frequency …
Large squares

100 m

Medium squares 25 m
Smallest squares
2.

5 m.28

Pavilions: one per medium square, gabled or pyramidal, 4 x 4 m or 4 x 8 m
(10%, aligned E-W), never enclosed.

3.

Walls: 1, 2 or 3 (rarely) per smallest square, randomized around that square, 2
or 3 m high.

4.

Rocks/Rockeries: equivalent of six per medium square of area 5 x 5 m, half
bordered, randomized siting, can cluster. 10% may be installed specimens
instead.

5.

Specimen trees: 8 per medium square: variety of species: fruit, banana,
maple, pine, catalpa, wutong – in the ratios: Pine : maple : other : fruit :: 1 : 4 :
2 : 8; randomized siting, can cluster.

6.

Bamboo: 6 clumps per medium square, stone bamboos in 10%; clumps = 1/2
small squares in area, randomized siting, can cluster; three selected local
species + strong contrast species (yellow, black, red, green stemmed).

7.

Flowers (and other shrubs): bedded in areas = 1/2 small square, randomized
siting, can cluster. 5 total clumps per medium square. Species: peonies, at
least, azaleas, and so on; can be replaced by flowering prunus.

8.

Beds: raised stone edges; sometimes straight, sometimes “natural,” allowing
sitting.

9.

Other seating: assume at 20 m ± 5 intervals in both directions, but on cardinal
grid NOT “site” directions; stone or concrete, with tables at every second time.

10.

Prevailing paving: within otherwise unencumbered small squares: indigenous
housing brick or housing tile paths on two edges, 1 m wide, orientation random
– that is, six possibilities for any 5 x 5 m square. The remaining 4 x 4 m square

28

That is, implying a ratio of orders of 1: 16: 16x25 (= 400).
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or 2 x 5 m strip “planted” in one of:
•

white river pebbles: a quarter

•

black river pebbles: a quarter,

•

mondo grass: half.

Pools may replace these at every 1 in 25 – 1 per medium square, preferably
adjacent to another pool.
11.

Wall heights: walls of rendered masonry to medium squares (that end up in
this position after allocation at the scale below) are to be 3 m high.

12.

Doorways, gates: Where enclosures are generated, 5 x 5 m spaces have
rectangular doors, centred, on two sides (randomized). Larger spaces have
moon gates in east and south walls. Enclosures of three walls to have one
polygonal hua chang in one wall.

13.

The Grid system: has been assumed to be a square grid orientated to the
“site” directions. At least two other possibilities suggest themselves:

•

A square grid orientated to the cardinal directions. The disjunctions that this
would generate at natural river formations would be usefully exploitable.

•

An orientating grid, NOT square, that derives from the site’s position on the
globe, from its latitude and longitude. In general, this would result in a grid of
regular rhombs.

14.

The Sequence for applying the Rules:
1

Grid

2

Pavilions

3

Pools

4

Rocks/Rockeries

5

Paths

6

Specimen trees

7

Bamboo

8

Flowers (and other shrubs)

9

Walls

10 Doors and gates
11 Seating
12 Paving.
15.

Left-over spaces: fill with mondo grass.
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APPENDIX 2
The Gridded Garden:
The aim is to produce a garden that feels like a traditional Chinese garden but is
nevertheless recognizably contemporary, generated by contemporary methods. It
should read as a continuous fabric, a tissue, more or less seriously disrupted at
points and edges.
Rule Set II [2003]
General Rules
0

Grid orientation: cardinal directions, site cardinals or Longitude & Latitude

1

Grid frequencies …
Large squares
Medium squares
Small squares

100 m
25 m
5m

2

Allocation is by dice

3

Focus spaces, Elevations and Meander paths are located at the Medium scale

4

The Kit of Parts is applied in sequence

5

Superposition of elements is desired

(At least one important General rule is missing, here. It is that, except for buildings, Chinese asymmetry
ought to be observed.
The kind of balance used in Chinese art is an asymmetrical one. It is not 8 = 8, but
rather, 8 = 5 + 2 + 1 or 8 = 4 + 3 + 1.
(Kwo 1981, p 73))

Kit of Parts:
Medium Square rules
1

Pavilions 1 per square, 4x4 or 4x8 east-west

2

Pools 1 per square, equivalent to 1 or 2 small squares in area

3

Mounds 1 per square, 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 m high, half earth, half rock

4

Rockeries 5x5, equivalent to 6 per square, can cluster

5

Specimen trees 7 per square, variety of species, can cluster [in 3s or 5s]

6

Bamboo 5 clumps (each = 5x2.5) per square

7

Bushes & Flowering plants In 5 beds (each = 5x5), can cluster.29

Small Square rules
29

In the earliest extant Chinese garden design text that we have, the ratios noted would lead,
within any 25 x 25 m Medium square, to 7.5 Small squares being built on or paved, 7.5 being
pools and 10 being planted areas – exhausting the 25 available. See Ji c1635.
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8

Walls 1, 2 or 3 per square, commonly 2 m high but 3 m on the boundaries of
Medium squares. Walls rise with ground levels.

9

Openings in walls Small square enclosures to have rectangular openings to
paths, on two sides; larger enclosures moongates to south and east walls. Hua
chang to every third wall at 2 m centres.

10

Paving within otherwise unencumbered squares, 750 mm paths on 2 sides.
Remainder paved with white river pebbles 25%, black pebbles 25%, mondo
grass 50%. All undetermined areas to have mondo grass.
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